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Abstract

Call Detail Record (CDR) datasets provide enough information about personal

interactions of cell phone service customers to enable building detailed social

networks. We take one such dataset and create a realistic social network to pre-

dict which customer will default on payments for the phone services, a complex

behavior combining social, economic, and legal considerations. After extracting

a large feature set from this network, we find that each feature poorly correlates

with the default status. Hence, we develop a sophisticated model to enable

reliable predictions. Our main contribution is a methodology for building com-

plex behavior models from very large sets of diverse features and using different

methods to choose those features that perform best for the final model. This ap-

proach enables us to identify the most efficient features for our problem which,

unexpectedly, are based on the number of unique users with whom the given

user communicates around the Christmas and New Year’s Eve holidays. In gen-

eral, features based on the number of close ties maintained by a user perform

better than others. Our resulting models significantly outperform the methods

currently published in the literature. The paper contributes also a systematic

analysis of properties of the network derived from CDR.
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1. Introduction

Call Detail Record (CDR) datasets, created from cell phone logs of large

groups of people, have become common in studying human behavior thanks to

the large amount of detailed data they provide [5]. These datasets typically in-

clude both basic information about the users (age, gender, location) and records5

of calls and text messages including the time, location, and direction of each

communication.

Here, we analyze such a dataset and focus on the properties of the underlying

social network that can be obtained from the data. First, we discuss various

methods for building the network, aiming to mitigate the noise inherent within10

the cell phone records and address other issues identified in prior work such as

the definitions of links, communities, reciprocity, and data types suitable for

the study. These considerations are particularly relevant to our application due

to the large amounts of noise and potential biases inherent to various network

representation schemes [12, 15, 17, 14, 28]. In this paper, we combine techniques15

based on geographic and usage features along with higher level social network

measures such as centrality and community structure to predict the probability

of customers defaulting on their accounts.

The specific CDR dataset used here includes the detailed call history of

500, 000 clients of a cell phone company over a three month period. The dataset20

contains also information about the users’ basic demographic data (age, home

district, gender, and default status at the end of the three month period) as well

as usage information (frequency and duration of calls, messages, and movement

records based on frequently used cell towers). We perform traditional network

analysis on the data to create new complex features. We analyze weighted links25

based on the number of communications sent between individuals to reveal the

paths between individuals, reciprocity imbalances among users, and community

structure in the network.
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The default status (an indicator of whether the client stopped paying the

phone bill over the course of data collection) is the predicted variable for this30

study. It is typically accessible as a part of the user’s phone records, yet it still

measures a complex user behavior combining many different behavioral factors.

To encompass the wide variety of possible correlations between individual

attributes, behavioral indicators as well as network metrics and the probability

of default, we create an extremely broad feature set, aggregating thousands of35

features of varying complexity from all the facets of information contained in

the CDR dataset. Then, we perform feature contribution analysis and choose

the features with the strongest predictive power to balance model performance

and its complexity. As discussed in the next section, this general methodology

for building complex behavior models is a novel approach and our contribution40

to the state of the art.

2. Related work on modeling complex human behavior

2.1. Mobile phone data

Call detail records (CDR) is a standard dataset collected by telecommunica-

tion operators. For each user, it contains information about telecommunication45

events in which this user was involved. In recent years, it has become a popular

source of information for users’ behavioral analytics.

The closest to our goals is the work on modeling credit defaults [22] by

building a model of the user’s financial risk which yields a score that can be

interpreted as the probability of default. This model outperforms the Credit50

Bureau scores by using thousands of weak predictors derived from CDR and

demographic data. This work uses only 60, 000 users and uses only basic level

network features such as degree.

2.2. Credit risk management

Our paper focuses on credit risk, which refers to the clients who may stop55

paying back their loans, e.g., mortgage loan, credit card spending or, in our
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case, cell phone bill. Such events are called defaults. Banks and companies

traditionally tackle this problem by calculating credit scores or probability of

default for each of the potential clients. For individual customers data sets used

to predict a customer’s probability of default include demographic data, loan60

and credit information [3], social media [7, 33] or mobile phone data [4].

Traditionally, the logistic model was often used to predict defaults and today

is still useful for benchmarking thanks to its simplicity, interpretability and de-

pendability [29, 3, 10]. However, more sophisticated and innovative approaches

are also used, like neural networks [29, 33, 11], smart ubiquitous data mining [3],65

theory of three-way decisions [16], and theory of survival [10]. In our paper, we

introduce a novel approach that starts with creating a large number of features

(over 6,000 here) and then reducing them to a few well performing subsets.

3. Network Creation and Analysis

In this section, we define the node-level location and communication activity70

features that indicate how embedded the node is in the network which is likely to

determine the social cost of leaving the network. Such social network analysis is

common in working with CDR datasets [5], but the highly detailed information

contained in the CDR comes with a large amount of noise. Quantifying what

level of communication between individuals indicates a connection is challenging.75

This issue is made worse considering the potential bias introduced by specific

patterns of communication, as generational and cultural divides are prominent

in phone usage [15]. Therefore use of case-specific methods is common. Some

attempts at a more general solution to this problem include reciprocity or ac-

tivity requirements for links, but these solutions suffer from losing many fine80

details of the system [12]. More complete results can be obtained by using sta-

tistical methods to detect and remove links that are more likely to be random,

but the methods come with increased computation cost [14].

In this study for detailed analysis, we use directed graphs in order to preserve

the imbalances that tend to arise even among reciprocal relationships [9]. We85
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wi,j wi,j + wj,i
∑
j wi,j

∑
j wj,i

σ 2.01 2.37 1.47 1.47

β 0.127 0.0959 0.332 0.333

R2 log-normal 0.9967 0.9991 0.9926 0.9924

R2 stretched exp 0.9978 0.9994 0.9984 0.9980

Table 1: Fitting parameters and R-squared values for Figure 1. σ corresponds to the fitting

parameter in equation 1. β corresponds to the fitting parameter in equation 2.

also use communication frequency between individuals to define edges. We

primarily use a weighted network for network analysis and feature generation

as it better represents relationship strength and network location properties,

but the unweighted network is very useful for understanding many of other

interesting properties of the network unrelated to predicting user defaults. For90

more information on the construction, behavior, and dynamics of unweighted

graphs of this network see Supplementary Material Sec. 1.

3.1. Weighted network based on event frequency

Let wi,j denote the number of communications sent from user i to user j

is wij . We choose here the most dense representation of the network in which95

as long as wi,j > 0, a directed link is formed from node i to node j with

weight wi,j (some interesting properties of this type of network is discussed in

[32, 28, 17]). Figure 1 shows various probability distributions associated with

w. These distributions possess a curvature somewhere between an exponential

distribution and a power law distribution. It is then appropriate to fit them100

using a log-normal distribution and a stretched exponential which have the

following form.

P (w)log-normal ∝
1

w
e−

(lnw−µ)2

2σ2 (1)

P (w)stretched-exp ∝ e
−wβ/α (2)

Table 1 shows the fitting parameters and R-squared values for Figure 1. Both

fits yield high R-squared values.105
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Figure 1: a) Distribution of directional link weights wi,j . (b) Distribution of non-directional

link weight wi,j + wj,i. (c) Distribution of the sum of outgoing link weights of users in the

system
∑

j wi,j . (d) Distribution of the sum of incoming link weights of users in the system∑
j wj,i. Table 1 shows relevant fit parameters and R-squared values. Both functions in this

case reasonably fit the distributions with neither significantly outperforming the other.

We use centrality measures, reciprocity measures, and community detection

to define features indicative of how embedded a user is in the network. For

all distance-based applications, we use a link’s weight to define a normalized

distance from the source node i to the target node j, defined as di,j = wavg/wi,j

where wavg is the average weight of all connections in the network. To provide110

a baseline for comparison, we rewire the network by swapping the edge desti-

nations to create a pseudo-random weighted graphs that maintain the in and

out-degree structure of the original network.
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We first look at the measure of harmonic closeness centrality (closeness cen-

trality adapted to non-connected graphs) [21, 18]. We define this centrality115

as CH(i) = 1
N−1

∑
j 6=i

1
li,j

, where N is the total number of nodes and li,j is

the distance of the shortest path between nodes i and j. For the original net-

work, these centrality scores are generally fairly high and evenly distributed,

with an average harmonic centrality of Ccellavg = 4.61 and a standard deviation

of Ccellstd = 1.84. Both values are higher than those for the randomly rewired120

graph which yields Crandavg = 4.11 and Crandstd = 1.20. Interestingly, the diameter

and average shortest path length of the giant component in the original network

Dcell = 6.24 and 〈lcell〉 = .311 are also slightly higher than the corresponding

values Drand = 4.35 and 〈lrand〉 = .30 for the randomly rewired network.

These differences reveal the basic shape of the original network, which is125

characterized by significant populations of both highly connected and highly

isolated nodes. This property is shown clearly via the diameters of the two

networks. The original network is significantly wider than its randomly rewired

counterpart. Despite the existence of close communities and hubs within the

original network, there are multiple extremely remote nodes in it with no close130

ties.

We also use this weighted network to measure reciprocity [28], which is used

to measure how one sided interactions are. Our first measure is how many

pairwise communications are matched with communications in the opposite

direction. A surprisingly low number of communications, 62.88%, have com-135

munications in both directions indicating that over a third of interactions are

unreciprocated.

Next, we construct a reciprocity metric that measures the average contribu-

tion of a nodes’ links so that it is independent of the degree of the node. Unlike

[28], we apply it to directional links as opposed to [28]. The corresponding140

definition is Ri = 1
ki

∑
j∈N(i)

wi,j−wj,i
wi,j+wj,i

, where ki is the total (both in and out)

degree of node i, wi,j is the number of communications from node i to node j,

and N(i) is the set of neighbors that have a link connected to node i. Accord-

ing to this definition, links over which a node is sending more than receiving
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Figure 2: a) The distribution of reciprocities. (b) The distribution of reciprocities using a

randomized network. Peaks are observed at -1, and 1. This is consistent with a large number

of nodes have low degree as most links are not reciprocated. The randomized network produces

a narrower and rougher distribution indicating some level of order in how individuals interact.

contribute positively to the node’s metric, while links with the reverse pattern145

contribute negatively. The absolute value of the contribution itself increases

monotonically with the difference in the level of communication [28]. Finally,

every link’s contributions are normalized, thus bound within the range [-1,1].

We show in Fig 2(a) that the distribution of reciprocity is fairly smooth with

large spikes at the extreme values. These spikes arise because there are nodes150

with either no incoming communications (Ri = 1) or no outgoing communica-

tions (Ri = −1). Since all data comes from a single cell phone provider, it is

likely that many of these nodes simply have contacts that use different carriers

not included in the set. Removing these outliers, we fit the remaining distribu-

tion using a stretched exponential as described in Equation 2. Table 2 shows155

the fitting parameters for Fig 2. As can be seen, there is an asymmetry in the

width of the positive and negative side of the distribution. This can be caused

by an increased amount of communication for nodes with reciprocity equal to 1.

While each link’s contribution wi,j−wj,i is symmetric, the overall contributions

are averaged and thus the symmetry can be broken. If an unreciprocated link160

is the only link for a node, its reciprocity will be Ri = ±1 regardless of what

w is. This means if there are overall more communications from nodes with
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Fitting Parameter CDR Graph Random Graph

Positive Negative Positive Negative

β 1.52 1.49 1.96 1.07

α 0.168 0.198 0.080 0.111

R2 0.994 0.991 0.687 .961

Table 2: The fitting parameters used in Fig 2. Positive and Negative refer to the fit of the

distribution where the reciprocity values are positive and negative respectively. Due to the

non-integer value of the curvature, we fit the absolute value of the negative side and plot

accordingly. For the CDR graph both positive and negative sides have very similar fitting

parameters except for the width in the distribution which suggest an asymmetry.

Ri = 1 than nodes with Ri = −1, this difference would show itself in the overall

distribution.

For the randomized network, Fig 2(b), the concavity of the distribution nar-165

rows compared to Fig 2(a) from the presence of more frequent values close to

zero. Hence, the original network is more diverse than its randomized counter-

part is.

For other possible representations of reciprocity within the network, see Sup-

plementary Material Sec. 2, where we discuss two additional variants. These170

alternative metrics are not independent from the metric presented in this sec-

tion.

3.2. Community detection and geographical districts

The CDR based network allows us to analyze the social communities present

in the system. We use the GANXiS(SLPA) algorithm for its ability to detect175

even disjointed and overlapping communities and fully encapsulate the social

structure of the network [31, 30]. Using this algorithm, we identify a set of

over 6450 social communities, many more than the 231 geographic communities

derived from the districts reported. Despite the size differences (the largest

district contains 63491 users while the largest social community has just 741 with180

an average of only 74.65 users), the groups are substantial enough to test the

overlap of the lists for greater insight into how the social ties form. Intuitively, it
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Figure 3: Top: Community and districts sizes, which are sorted in descending order. The

average social community size is 75 with a median of 70, whereas geographic districts show an

average of 2, 380 and median of 1273. Bottom: average proportion of users from a community

that belong to the same geographic district - from most represented geographic district by

users (1st) to the 5th most represented.

seems reasonable to expect that the social communities are highly influenced by

the geographic district of their members. Instead we see in Fig. 3 that on average

only 41% of each community comes from the same district, and in fact even185

the top five districts only account for 78% of each community’s makeup. The

diversity of the geographic locations within social groups is especially surprising

given the generally small size of the social groups compared to the geographic

districts. The communities are also included in our feature set for predicting

user default’s as it is possible that individuals of a certain groups are more likely190

to default.
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4. Feature Generation

We combine the above described network features with the various raw usage

and location features that are inherent to the dataset to create our full feature

set. For ease of analysis, we divide them into six groups:195

1. High Level Network features - explained in detail above. This subset

consists of 5 features.

2. Consumption features - includes information about the total number of

communication events, the total and average duration of phone calls, and

average time between consecutive communications. This subset consists200

of 2784 features.

3. Correspondent features - based on the distinct number of individuals

that each user communicates with over various time periods. This subset

consists of 2561 features.

4. Reciprocated event features - number of events where the observed205

user returns a call/message within a specified time period of receiving a

communication. This subset consists of 672 features.

5. Mobility features - includes the movement patterns of individuals based

on the cell tower used for each communication with relation to commonly

used towers. This subset consists of 29 features.210

6. Location features - includes the two most used cell phone towers for

each user. This subset consists of 2 features.

In some cases large or very inclusive features can be broken up by analyzing

time windows (hours, days, day of the week, weeks, months, business hours,

non-business hours, weekend, weekday), direction (ingoing/outgoing event), and215

communication type (call/message), leading to a large overall set of more than

6000 features. Most of these features are standard, so we do not present them

in detail here, but relegate the full descriptions of each feature set to Supple-

mentary Material Sec. 3.
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Figure 4: This graph shows point biserial correlation of each individual feature to default

status. Values are sorted in descending order by absolute value of their correlation coefficient.

Features with highest absolute correlation (originally all negative) are the average number of

used cell towers in one week, distance traveled in a day of week and the average daily radius.

5. Predicting default status220

5.1. Correlation analysis

We utilize point biserial correlation to define the basic correlation between

each feature and user default status due to its suitability for handling both

categorical and continuous variables as are present in our feature set. This

process indicates that individual features tend to have very little correlation225

to default status (shown in Fig. 4), with a maximum absolute correlation of

only 0.1155 and average correlation of −0.006. This poor individual correlation

shows that no single feature reproduces the default status of the individuals

reliably, proving the value of building an accurate predictive model through

more complex analysis.230

5.2. Modeling

5.2.1. Logistic regression

To create the predictive models, we start by defining the notation for logistic

regression. Let β0 denote the intercept and β stand for a vector of regression

coefficients of length p. Both are determined by maximum likelihood estimation235

method which uses a training set with n known outcomes in the vector Y for
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nodes in the training set. Matrix X of size n × p with rows corresponding to

nodes and columns corresponding to features contains values of features for all

nodes in training set. For any node u in test set and its corresponding vector of

feature values xu of size p, the probability of “success” (in our case the default240

status of this node being 1) is defined as

P (yu = 1|xu) =
1

1 + exp−β0−β·xu
, (3)

where yn denotes the value of the dependent variable for node u.

5.2.2. Principal Component Analysis

To build a more complex model that utilizes the other 6048 features, we

first normalize the features to mean values of 0 and variance 1. Once normal-

ized, to deal with the extremely large number of features we perform Principal

Component Analysis [19](PCA) to decompose the feature space and yield a set

of “principal components”. The results are linearly uncorrelated and ranked

in such a way that the first principal component explains the highest possible

amount of variability in the data, while each following component explains the

highest amount of variance under the condition that it is orthogonal to all pre-

ceding components. Once these components are obtained, we select subsets of

the components that account for large amounts of variability in the data and

use them as explanatory variables for a linear model. We do this for both large

and small subsets of the components, as pruning the data in this way represents

a careful balance between model simplicity and accuracy. In our dataset, this

balance manifests in the rapidly diminishing returns seen from larger component

inclusion. The first component explains 20% of variability in the data while the

second explains only 7%. In fact, the first thirty components together explain

only 42% of the variability, while the first five hundred sum up to just 66%. For

this reason, we generate two distinct logistic models: a simple one based on the

first 30 PCA components (pca-30 ) and a more complex one, based on the first

500 PCA components (pca-500 ). We use notation p1 for the number of selected

principal components. We then map our features into the new space to fit these
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groupings, such that

XPC = X · C,

where C ∈ Rp×p1 is the matrix of p1 principal components and XPC ∈ Rn×p1 is

the new feature matrix. Finally, we also fit a model (pval-05 ) using only those245

variables from pca-500 that have a p− value < 0.5 to include the greater detail

of the larger model with a lower complexity for calculation.

5.2.3. Other models

We further examine the data by utilizing other techniques, and build models

for each as a comparison to the above described PCA models. For instance, one250

large issue with our dataset is that positive samples (defaulted users) account

for only 0.25% of the whole dataset, making it extremely unbalanced. Learning

from this kind of unbalanced dataset is a well-known challenge in the data

mining community that we attempt to account for by performing oversampling

(multiplying positive samples to make them a larger portion of the dataset) [6].255

In this case, we use multiplication factors ranging from 2−100, but in the model

benchmarks presented here, we show only the model with a multiplication factor

of 2 (oversampled-2 ) since it performed the best. Oversampling was applied to

the reduced dataset (XPC).

Further, as an alternative to the PCA reduction presented in the prior sec-260

tion, we also build a separate model by selecting features via Lasso regres-

sion [26]. This method adds a penalty term to the log likelihood function in

the prediction that shrinks the coefficients of less important variables to zero.

We fine tune this reduction via a free parameter λ, varying it through a range

of values to obtain the best lasso fits. The efficacy of this method is demon-265

strated in two separate models: one based on logistic regression (lasso-logistic)

and another using a Support Vector Machine [27] (lasso-svm).

Finally, the last model we use for comparison utilizes a simple method for

feature space reduction that aggregates some of the more specific features into

general descriptions of behavior. For instance, features that were based on a270

particular day or week of the three month period are grouped and combined,
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creating instead features for weekdays versus weekend averages or business hours

versus off-hours. This aggregation not only simplifies the model, but also makes

it generalizable to other datasets with different levels of detail. This method

shrinks the overall feature set considerably, leaving only 781 features. As before,275

these features are then normalized before being further reduced via PCA.

6. Results and Discussion

6.1. Experimental setting

After each of the above models is fit to a training set comprising 70% of the

whole dataset, they are tested on the remaining 30% of the data and evaluated280

via their recall, fall-out, and precision. Defaulting users are labeled as positive

examples and default predictions are defined as those users within the 95th

percentile of default probabilities. This threshold is chosen to be relatively

low to fit the nature of our study where false positives (non-defaulted users that

were predicted as defaulters) are less damaging than false negatives (unidentified285

defaulters) to companies.

The recall (the true positive rate) is the rate of identified defaulting cus-

tomers. The fall-out (the false positive rate) is the probability of labeling a

good client as a defaulting one. The precision is the fraction of correct default

predictions out of all default predictions. These metrics are calculated as

recall =
TP

TP + FN
, fall-out =

FP

FP + TN
, precision =

TP

TP + FP

where TP is the number of true positives, FN is the number of false negatives,

FP is the number of false positive, and TN is the number of true negatives.

6.2. Evaluation

The performance of the models tested can be compared using a receiver290

operating characteristic curve (ROC), which we show in Figure 5. Here, we

focus this comparison on the recall and fall-out of the model, where recall (which

identifies defaulting customers) is of interest to phone companies, while fallout
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has greater relevancy in other applications of the models. The exact values of

these performance metrics can be seen in Table 3, which also shows the precision295

of each model for reference.

The initial results are in line with what would be expected intuitively: the

worst performance comes from the random model, followed by glm-7 (the logis-

tic model based on only 7 features). As the models become more complicated,

their performance tends to increase. For instance, a significant reduction in300

false positives can be seen in the lasso-logistic model (which uses 309 variables)

over the glm-7, then a further reduction in the lasso-svm model that uses 475

variables. Additionally in both Lasso models, the variable with the highest co-

efficient is the user’s most commonly utilized cell tower, indicating the presence

of geographic regions which are high risk areas for user defaults. Other high305

performance models include the various PCA models, led by pca-500, pval-05

and oversampled-2 with pval-05 outperforming all other models.

From these results, it is clear that for the most part larger feature sets allow

for more accurate models (as would be expected), but this is not a strict rule.

The best performing model is the one that begins with a large sample of features,310

but is then stripped of those that aren’t considered significant. In other words,

there are likely some ’false flags’ in the feature list that tend to confuse the

model rather than contribute. Feature removal only works to a point, however,

as the more aggressive methods in the pca-aggr model lose these benefits and

in fact make it one of the worst performing models tested. Thus, there is likely315

some very meaningful information even within the extremely specific features

that would be intuitively too limited to contribute much. Finally, it should

be noted that while the highest performing oversampling model, oversampled-

2 yields improvements comparable to filtering insignificant features, applying

both techniques worsens the results as the model apparently over-fits.320

6.3. Stability

For a more in depth look into the differences in prediction among the top

three models (oversampled-2, pca-500, pval-05 ), we look at the overlap size
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Model Recall Fall-out Precision

random 0.060 0.0501 0.003

glm-7 0.224 0.0495 0.012

lasso-logistic 0.484 0.0490 0.023

pca-aggr 0.676 0.0484 0.036

lasso-svm 0.749 0.0482 0.040

pca-30 0.810 0.0480 0.043

pca-500 0.889 0.0478 0.047

oversampled-2 0.897 0.0478 0.047

pval-05 0.900 0.0477 0.048

Table 3: Recall, fall-out and precision for each of the models presented in Figure 5. Precision

is low due to the fact that the dataset is majorly unbalanced; however, precision of the best

model is about 15 times higher than in the random model.
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(the intersection of correctly labeled defaulting customers) and average overlap

score (the similarity of two rankings at increasing depth giving higher weights325

to higher ranked observations; AOS). All analysis is restricted to only those

customers with a calculated probability of default (PD) in the 95− th quantile.

As can be seen in Table 4, both the overlap and AOS are extremely high for

all model comparisons, indicating that all three models are stable and predict

roughly the same nodes for default. Further, the pval-05 and pca-500 models330

can be seen to be more similar to each other than the oversampled-2 model

due to pval-05 being essentially pca-500 with some of the problematic features

removed.

pval-05 pca-500 oversampled-2

pval-05
overlap 100 98.8 97.3

AOS 100 96.5 94.3

pca-500
overlap 100 97.9

AOS 100 95.5

oversampled-2
overlap 100

AOS 100

Table 4: Overlap size (in percentage) and average overlap score of correctly labeled defaulting

customers for the three best models.

6.4. Contribution of feature sets

Finally, we identify the original features that contribute the most to our335

models to gain a better understanding of what aspects of the mobile phone data

are most important for predicting default status. However, as we mentioned

before in Sec. 5.1, each feature is generally fairly poorly correlated with defaults.

Thus it is no surprise that there is no one outstanding feature that stands out as

the strongest contributor. To remedy this, we perform a general analysis using340

the feature set groupings described in Sec. 4 to identify which class of features

contributes the most. By building a host of modified models, each consisting

of all of the feature sets except one, we can compare the performance of the
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Model Recall Precision ∆Recall ∆Precision

Full feature set 0.9 0.048 - -

- consumption features 0.88 0.047 0.02 0.001

- correspondent features 0.58 0.031 0.32 0.017

- reciprocated features 0.88 0.046 0.02 0.002

- mobility features 0.88 0.046 0.02 0.002

- network features 0.88 0.05 0.02 -0.002

- cell tower PD features 0.89 0.050 0.01 -0.002

Only correspondent features 0.86 0.049 - -

Table 5: Results of models based on reduced feature sets. In each row, the underlying dataset

is missing one category of features (listed in first column of the table). Two models that proved

to be the best were fitted in each case: glm-500 and glm-500-filt. Most features contribute

only about 2-3% to the final recall and 0.1-0.2% to the final precision, except for correspondent

features which contribute 33% of recall and 1.9% of precision.

models with the reduced data against the model with all data included. This

method allows us to gain a better understanding of how much information is345

lost when a feature set is removed (i.e. how unique that information is), data

that is especially valuable to this study considering the high redundancy in our

data set.

As shown in Table 5, by far the highest contributors to recall and precision

are the correspondent features, which focus on individual’s unique frequent cor-

respondents in various time frames. To better understand exactly what features

within the correspondent feature set are important, we perform 5-fold cross val-

idation on a linear model using only these features. On average, this model

is able to achieve a 0.86 recall and 0.049 precision, both fairly high for such a

small subset of all features. Further, we explore which out of the 2543 corre-

spondent features contribute most to the final PD by mapping the maximum

likelihood estimation (MLE) coefficients of PCA components back to original

features’ coefficients,

β̂ = C · ˆβPC
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where β̂ ∈ R2543×1, C ∈ R2543×500 is the matrix of principal components and

β̂PC ∈ R500×1 are the MLE coefficients for a model fitted on 500 PCA compo-350

nents.

We then multiply each regression coefficient by the mean of the correspond-

ing feature (separately for paying and defaulting customers). Finally, we define

a score for each user based on the values of β̂Xj , j = 1, ...n. This creates a sys-

tem where higher scores correspond to customers with higher PD’s, and leads355

to an average score of −0.0453 for paying customers and 16.2758 for defaulting

customers. This analysis is not possible using the whole feature set together,

as the normalization of the features leads to an average contribution of zero,

but the absolute contribution values of each feature are taken into account to

maintain a focus on the actual impact of the features on the PD. The results for360

the four strongest features are presented in Table 6. In the end, the same ten

features are identified as the strongest contributors for both the paying and de-

faulting customer groups. All ten relate to the number of unique correspondents

with whom the user communicates during the holiday period around Christmas

and New Year’s Eve. This strongly indicates a tie between not only unique365

correspondents and defaulting, but also unique correspondents around holiday

periods (when users are most likely to be contacting close family and friends).

From these results we can begin to draw a clear connection of low probability

of default with the large number of active unique ties an individual has within

the network, and the high strength of those ties.370

However, it should be noted that this kind of estimation of variable contri-

bution is too simple to provide a definitive insight into the relative importance

of the variables. There are several other approaches that compare predictors

in regression including methods considering variable importance via R2 par-

titions [20, 24], dominance analysis [2] and relative weights analysis [8, 13].375

According to the literature, the dominance analysis provides the most accu-

rate results, but it is not practical for our problem since it measures relative

importance in a pairwise fashion and is suitable only for small variable sets. In-

stead, the relative weights approach is sometimes used for systems with multiple
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Feature Mean relative contribution

unique message correspondents (12/24) 0.043

unique message correspondents (incoming, 12/24) 0.041

unique message correspondents (outgoing, 12/24) 0.024

unique correspondents (outgoing, 12/24) 0.023

sum 0.131

Table 6: Four features with the highest contribution to the PD calculated on separate sets of

paying and defaulting customers. All of the top 10 relate to the number of unique correspon-

dents during holiday period around Christmas and New Year’s Eve.

correlated predictors as can be found here [13], but this approach is theoreti-380

cally flawed and is therefore not recommended for use [25]. We instead utilize

a variable importance (VI) extension for logistic regression [24] that is based

on Pratt’s axiomatic [20] and the geometric approach of Thomas [23]. This

method equates VI to variance explained by the variable, which is βjρj , where

βj is the standardized regression coefficient and ρj is the simple correlation be-385

tween variables Y and Xj . For our purposes, we use the geometric approach

to this method; an interpretation of Pratt’s measure based on the geometry of

least squares. Here, the VI indices are defined as

dj =
β̂j ρ̂j
R2

, j = 1, . . . , p, (4)

where hats denote sample estimates, and R2 is as usual the proportion of sample

variance explained.390

Further, we utilize a pseudo-R2 measure based on Weighted Least Squares

such that this set of indices sums to one and the importance of a subset of

variables is equal to the sum of their individual importance. This results in

the four most important features, according to VI metric, shown in Table 7,

yielding results very similar to the ones presented in Table 6. The two most395

important variables are: the number of unique correspondents with whom the

user had a call on Dec 24th with relative importance of 0.048, and the number

of unique correspondents from which the user received a message on Dec 24th
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Feature dj

unique message correspondents (12/24) 0.048

unique message correspondents (incoming, 12/24) 0.045

unique message correspondents (outgoing, 12/24) 0.029

unique correspondents (outgoing, 12/24) 0.026

sum 0.148

Table 7: Ten features with the highest contribution to the PD. All of them relate to the

number of unique correspondents during holiday period around Christmas and New Year’s

Eve.

with relative importance of 0.045. This finding reiterates the significance of the

number of unique correspondents with whom the user communicates around400

holiday periods. Finally, to ensure that these features actually carry unique

information, we fit another model removing from the dataset the features with

the highest identified VI. Doing so reduces the recall by 0.042 and leaves none

of the new identified important variables with a relative importance above 0.03.

7. Conclusion405

In this paper, we investigate many different aspects of user behavior to build

a large suite of features for analysis, starting with constructing the underlying

social networks based on the cell phone usage data. This produces a complex

network rich with information. Applying common network metrics reveals some

of the characteristics of the network such as the heterogeneity of the centrality,410

diameter, and reciprocity measures.

The complex nature of the problem addressed by our machine learning

method to predict whether users will default in paying their cellphone bill leads

us to utilize some 6000 features, which we then pare down to only the most

predictive ones. The resulting model achieves a recall of 0.9 with a fall-out of415

only 0.048, the performance that compares favorably with [22, 1], e.g., recall of

0.674 is reported in the later reference.
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Finally by investigating in depth the various features that contribute to the

model, we are able to pinpoint the surprisingly best, contributor: the number

of unique contacts with whom the user interacted around the winter holidays420

(when users are most likely to contact their closest friends and family). The

significance of this correspondent information is higher than that of more tra-

ditionally used features. These results demonstrate the need for systematic

approach to selecting features for complex behavior prediction. Indeed, our re-

sults show that the strength of links within the network is better determined425

by the timing of communications rather than the volume, duration, or distance

traditionally used for the similar predictions.

While our use of CDR data here focuses on user analytics and predictive

modeling, CDR datasets can support many other avenues of research. This

work investigates the default status of individuals, but there are many other430

complex aspects of user behavior that could benefit from similar computational

techniques. The modeling we present could be improved by gathering informa-

tion over larger time periods in order to get a larger population of defaulting

individuals. Finally, with new machine learning algorithms constantly being de-

signed and improved, a more specific algorithm that is built for high dimensional435

data such as ours could improve the resultant predictions and understanding of

how the specific features contribute to the overall model which is novel and

unexpected. Hence, our novel approach leading to these results is the main

contribution of our paper to the state of the art.
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